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Hello Friends,

While sitting in my hotel room this morning, I watched the local news 
as they reported on the frozen weather in many parts of the country.  
Winter has definitely arrived and it has brought with it some crippling 
effects such as below zero temps, snow drifts and ice. Ice is such an 
interesting phenomenon. If you have ever watched time-lapse footage 
of the formation of a snowflake then you will know what I’m talking 

Letter from the Program Manager

about. But ice can also have disastrous, debilitating effects. It can encapsulate the objects it 
comes into contact with causing them to slow or even come to a complete stop. This is why we 
are told to let our faucets drip on nights when the temps drop below freezing. The water needs 
to keep moving to avoid becoming frozen.

Missionaries can definitely speak to how important it is to “keep moving” and take action.  
There is so much good work to do to make a difference in this world. Unfortunately, the big 
picture can sometimes seem overwhelming and cause us to feel frozen, not knowing where to 
begin. In 2015 let’s decide to not feel frozen. Let’s keep moving forward and do good work!

At Gallagher Charitable we are honored to support missions and humanitarian efforts across the 
globe. In 2015 we are committed more than ever to continual improvement. We do not want to 
be frozen in the past but instead continually move forward and be fluid in meeting our clients’ 
needs. We would greatly appreciate your feedback in helping us serve your organization. This 
year I would like to invite you to reach out to me personally if you have an idea or suggestion 
that would be beneficial as you travel around the world meeting the needs of others.

With warmest regards,

Dana Crowl

As an organization, Arthur J. Gallagher & Co. values 
religious diversity and encourages the free exercise and 
expression thereof. However, the content provided by 
individual authors or contributors to this newsletter 
reflect personal views and opinions which do not 
necessarily reflect those of Arthur J. Gallagher & Co., 
or of its affiliates and related agencies.

SERVING THOSE WHO SERVE OTHERS AROUND THE WORLD WINTER 2015

What Are Your Travel Plans for 2015?
We’ve got you covered! 
• Group and Individual Long-term Policies
• International Short-term Travel Insurance
• Evacuation and Crisis Management Coverage
• General Liability Coverage
• Personal Property Coverage

Contact us today to discuss your travel insurance needs: GallagherCharitable.ajg.com
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What Is the Definition of Expatriate?
With the recent rollout of the Affordable Care Act, many people are 
asking questions about how it will affect them. This reform has many 
interpretations. Even attorneys cannot agree. We are providing the 
information below as a means to assist, but this does not represent a 
legal opinion. Opinions provided by Arthur J. Gallagher & Co. are 
not intended to be, and should not be, construed to be legal advice. 

Requests for legal advice and interpretation should always be 
directed to an attorney. 

Comprehensive Relief for Global Plans Signed into Law 

On December 16, the President signed into law the Expatriate Health 
Coverage Clarification Act (the “Act”), which was passed by Congress 
late last week. The legislation helps preserve U.S.-based employer-
sponsored expatriate insurance options and ensures that U.S. carriers 
remain competitive against non-U.S. carriers who are not subject 
to the requirements, fees and taxes of the Patient Protection and 
Affordable Care Act (PPACA). 

The legislation also provides relief from portions of PPACA that 
were unworkable for plans providing worldwide coverage. It allows 
expatriate plans to be considered minimum essential coverage for 
expatriates and clarifies that these plans are considered eligible 
employer-sponsored plans for purposes of the employer mandate. It 
does so while also continuing to allow eligible individuals access to 
certain PPACA protections and benefits within the U.S.

Highlights of the Act include:

• Provides permanent, comprehensive relief for U.S.-issued expatriate 
plans, both fully insured and self-funded, from most of the PPACA’s 
market reforms – i.e., the benefit requirements, except that these 
plans will continue to provide dependent coverage to age 26. The 
exemption applies only to PPACA market reforms and does not 
extend to other pre-PPACA benefit requirements such as mental 
health parity. 

• Deems U.S.-issued expatriate plans to be minimum essential 
coverage for expatriate employees and their dependents regardless 
of where they are located in the world.

• Deems U.S.-issued expatriate plans to be eligible employer-
sponsored plans for purposes of the employer mandate but does 
not exempt employers from the employer mandate or reporting 
requirements.

• Exempts U.S.-issued expatriate plans from the health insurance fee 
after 2015, the reinsurance fee and the Comparative Effectiveness 
Research Fee (CERF), also known as the Patient-Centered Outcomes 
Research Institute (PCORI) Fee. 

• Exempts U.S.-issued expatriate plans from the excise tax on high-
cost employer-sponsored health coverage for most categories of 
expatriates.

• Protects U.S.-issued expatriate plans from the small group definition 
change which could have prevented the sale of expatriate coverage 
to employers with 50 to 99 lives, thereby preserving expatriate 
coverage options for this employer segment.

• Exempts U.S.-based insurers from the administrative simplification 
requirements such as the Summary of Benefits and Coverage (SBC). 

Much like under the transitional relief, U.S.-issued expatriate plans 
will be required to meet certain conditions to qualify for the benefits 
and relief provided under the Act. Similarly, insurance carriers must 
also meet certain conditions to qualify as providers of expatriate 
plans. The Act creates categories of qualified expatriates with different 
requirements by category. 

The federal agencies responsible for implementing the provisions of 
the Act may provide additional regulatory guidance. As this guidance 
is issued, you have our continued commitment to keep you informed 
of the details.

For more information or to view the complete guide, please 
contact us at gallaghercharitable@ajg.com.

Al Wallace Retires from IMG
As you may already know, Al Wallace officially retired from IMG on 
January 1, 2015. We will miss our friend and business associate and 
know many of you join us in this sentiment.

Please know that business will 
continue as normal and we look 
forward to providing for your 
international insurance needs. 
Gallagher has been recognized by 

IMG as one of their Platinum Elite Producers for over 10 years and we 
look forward to this fresh chapter in our partnership with IMG.

This change will not affect the servicing or attention to your account. 
Please continue to contact Dana Crowl, Chad Vickery or Pamela 
Woods with questions, concerns or needs with your account. 

Ebola Evacuation Statement –                                              
Updated December 24, 2014
Due to the ongoing concerns with the Ebola outbreak it is not 
surprising that insureds are inquiring if the process for coordinating 
Emergency Medical Evacuations has changed. Specialty Assist has 
provided some updated guidelines regarding evacuations.

1) Overview 

Specialty would urge employers, sending organizations, etc. to carry 
out their own risk assessments and consider whether it is necessary to 
travel to or deploy personnel in the infected regions. 

It has recently been broadcast that some Air Ambulance operators 
have been approved to enter the infected areas specifically to evacuate 
infected Western medical staff who have volunteered to work. 
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program are dealing with the Ebola scare, as well as her reaction to 
the boarding school lawsuit verdict.

“Most programs are very good about using release forms,” Crowl said, 
very affirmatively. “However, some groups taking less formalized trips. 
Those with smaller churches might not use the appropriate release 
forms. As with many aspects of risk control, there are still opportunities 
to make the forms more meaningful, as Hammar points out.”

As a service provider that’s also the front line for the claims, Crowl 
indicated there are typical claims relative to property stolen / missing  
(which have escalated with the prevalence of technological gadgets) 
and trip cancellation reimbursements — another area that remains 
prevalent, especially given terrorist threats and CDC warnings.

“The emergency evacuations are few and far between, but they require 
an adroitness and alignment with partners that are the best in the 
business,” Crowl says.

For these crises, Gallagher Charitable aligns with red24, a worldwide 
security service available to help members manage or avoid personal 
risk to themselves and their families. Members have access to advice 
on both a preventative and reactive level, relating to personal security, 
risk and travel, through: a members-only website; personalized 
briefings; and 24/7 assistance online, by phone and by email.

A key takeaway from my discussion with Crowl: the need to manage 
participants’ emerging medical conditions. Mindful that much of this 
is personal information, one of the trends Crowl sees is the triggering 
of medical conditions on these short- and long-term ventures that lead 
to danger — not only for the participant, but perhaps also for others in 
the program!

As a former boarding school administrator, this was an interesting 
reminder. I once took students abroad and recall one of our students 
causing harm to others when xenophobia appeared to get the best of 
her. We had to ensure she was immediately returned to the United 
States.

While the boarding school case might reflect more the obligations 
when including minors on your program, the verdict is striking in its 
message to sponsoring organizations: The school failed to take the 
basic safety precautions to protect the minor children in its care.

I hope this case will help alert all schools which sponsor overseas 
trips for minors that they need to check with the CDC for disease risks 
in the areas where they will be traveling, and that they must advise 
children in their care to use repellent and wear proper clothing when 
necessary.

As the plaintiff’s attorney in the boarding school case showed, these 
injuries were easily preventable.

Key Safety Tips For The “Vast Frontier”

• Work with specialists to continually update a comprehensive 
“release form”

• Follow all CDC website recommended precautions

• Consult with specialists prior to the trip for instructions on 
minimizing risks

• Understand the unusual exposures of the particular areas of travel

• Consider new methods of communication to those traveling — such 
as videos of the areas of travel when possible

• Ensure that team leaders are equipped to respond promptly in 
emergencies

These services have now 
subsequently been made 
available to the private sector. 
If an evacuation were to 
present itself Specialty would 
attempt to access one of 
those providers. 

Evacuations, if accepted, are 
only available to the USA and 
selected European countries.

Evacuations can be turned 
down at any stage. 

2) Non-Ebola Evacuations in the Ebola Infected Areas

Specialty is able to access air charter providers who will travel into the 
infected areas to collect evacuation patients with another condition 
other than Ebola. The process to evacuate this kind of passenger is 
longer as the relevant qualifying period of being fever free would need 
to be met (21 days). It will always be a case of each claim of this 
nature being judged on its independent merits. 

For further clarification or questions please contact us at 
gallaghercharitable@ajg.com.

Safety Strategies: The Vast Frontier –  

An Expert Perspective 

Fast forward to today. Dana Crowl, program manager of our Gallagher 
Charitable International Insurance Services, sat down with me to talk 
about her experiences leading this legacy division. I had a number of 
questions for her — how the servicing of these groups has changed 
over the years, what the trends are in claims, how she and her 

and Associated Risks - By Peter A. Persuitti
In a smaller, more technological world, we can’t afford to 
underestimate proactive, collaborative safety and risk management 
strategies. The Ebola crisis has all of us thinking differently, for the 
time being. Unfortunately, our sensitizing is hard to sustain with so 
much information hitting our radar screens. Missionary work in third-
world countries has been a noble church mission for centuries. Today, 
it offers a horizon of growth of evangelization in a shrinking “believing” 
western world.

Adams & Associates (now Gallagher Charitable International Insurance 
Services) — a firm we acquired eight years ago — has been serving 
mission-sending organizations with travel insurance products since 
1981. Gallagher innovatively developed general liability coverage for 
the mission-sending organization to complement the coverages for 
individuals participating, having clearly seen the risks associated with 
sponsoring individuals.

The same is true today — especially if you’ve read and studied (as 
I have) Richard Hammar’s remarkable review of a lawsuit involving 
a well-known boarding school (“Travel Injuries: Why Churches Must 
Better Prepare”) in the September / October 2014 edition of Church 
Law & Tax Report. In this situation,the school was found negligent 
in its preparation of students for short-term study in China. The 
Connecticut Supreme Court affirmed a $42-million jury verdict after 
a student (victim) sustained permanent brain damage as a result of a 
tick bite.



Gallagher Charitable International Insurance Services
• Senior Staff with over 100 years combined experience serving mission-sending organizations

• Available 24 hours a day

• In-house claims service for Volunteer Travel program

• Crisis management services 

• Policies developed to meet international missions travelers’ unique needs

• International medical services for career missionaries and much more 

• If your organization has a specific insurance need, we will help!

Our goal is to meet the insurance needs of missionaries and mission-sending 
organizations. We serve those who serve others and are very proud of our role. 
Please call us if you would like to review your international insurance program. 
We can also coordinate the resources to insure your domestic exposures.

Suggestions or ideas for future content? We welcome your input! 
Please email us at gallaghercharitable@ajg.com.
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